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PARADOX 

Where I came from 

There are stories to weep over 

Mournful songs 

That tell of homesickness for a distant land 

  

Where I came from 

There is a spirit in the people's soul 

A tree the size of the world's heart 

Some background. 

• "T@PP Fest is a festival of magical, devised productions by second year Performance 

students, working with guest directors and supported by Technical Theatre students; these 

shows are inspired by classic stories and storytelling devices. This festival is dedicated to the 

memory of one of University of Salford graduates, Liam Byrne, who sadly died a few years 

ago whilst working in China. Liam was always interested in making extraordinary work for 
extraordinary times, and we're certainly living in extraordinary times." 

 

• The first 3 weeks were crucial for the development of the entire project. First we had the 

introduction to the module, and everything that came together, then, it was explained to us 

how it would work, of course knowing each director and what they had in mind to be 

developed, so we had to express in writing the director we wanted work and our options 

and justify why we chose such a director. After that, it was explained to us how it would be 

to use some tools such as inDesign for the development of some parts of the project, and 

the explanation of how to make the portfolio, using "Sway". 

 

• I took the role of "Visual Design Creator" because I had the notion that in spite of not 
mastering the programs, I felt comfortable with the challenge that it would be to learn. 

 



• The first time I read Carran's work, I didn't know how to approach her work, as it was 

ambiguous and didn't have much objectivity if seen superficially, however as I went back to 

reviewing her work, who talked to her, looking to know more about her work, and so I 

ended up diving into her ideas, and an admiration for her vision and variety in her work was 

born from thereIt was very satisfying for me to work with Carran on this project, because in 

an unnoticed way, she guided me in my own ideas, without interfering, helped me to see 

and understand my own thoughts. I used Carran's "Follow The Stone" as part of the 
inspiration for "Paradox" 

"Carran Waterfield is an experienced theatre practitioner, performer, writer and teacher with a body 

of international touring professional work spanning over thirty years. She founded the award-

winning Triangle Theatre (1988).  Awards for her performance and applied theatre work include: 

(Edinburgh Fringe First, Independent Theatre Award shortlist, Museums and Heritage Award, Roots 

and Wings Award, Volgograd International Festival of Experimental Theatre.)"  She works across 

disciplines with a strong focus on creativity, heritage, autobiographical/biographical performance, 
digital documentation, devised performance, adaptation, movement and applied theatre. " 

Follow the Stone is an impeccable peace of work in which I  inspired to make my own. The way she 

played with the image, the sound, the ambiguity of the narrative, are elements that were decisive 

for the construction of my own work. 

Click on the links bellow to find more about Carran's work 

https://carranwaterfield.co.uk/ 

 

1 - Carran's Blog 

 

2 - Follow the Stone 



 

3 - Follow the Stone 

 

4 - Follow the Stone 

 My Process 

 



Breakdown 

 

• Presentation 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=beyAmg245Gcgih 

5 - Teaser  

• Documentation: 

• The role of Visual Design Creator, was the biggest challenge of the entire module for me, 

because I had never done anything like it, I had not used any specific program to create 

things like e-flyer, and even with the help of the tutorial they had made available I was not 

getting it, after collapsing and freak out, I decided to relax and try a different aproach that 

was watching about 20 videos on youtube I started practicing until I learned, and that was 

something very good, it was the challenge I was looking for, but it was difficult. On the other 

hand, thankfully, because it took me completely out of my comfort zone, andI ended up 

learning something new that I can use anytime I need it. 

Visual design development 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=beyAmg245Gcgih


 



 



 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=zGzus1lI02hVhs 

After a few days and several attempts, in an expectation to deliver a visually appealing and 
professional work, we ended up having these as results 

Final Results 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=zGzus1lI02hVhs


 

 

 



 

 

• Discussion: 



We started by talking to the visual designers among us, to reach a consensus on how we wanted to 

develop the work, and even within our team what would be the responsibilities of each one. After 

that we had to talk to each person in our group because we need a headshot of each one and a 

phrase that defines each one, and we need each photo to be taken in a certain position, and that 

was something very difficult, because each person was in a different place, and even the delay in 

delivery, caused us to delay right at the beginning. 

Of all the roles we were more involved with Venue Liaison Assistant because we needed to be 

provided with short and long copy for the e-flyer and Brochure page, and at some point, that 

delayed our work, as we had everything ready and we were waiting of a specific thing that was not 

in our domain. But it ended up for everyone to cooperate in a way in which the result, which we had 

planned. Even because we were a team, we had only one goal, so we tried to work as a team, to 

obtain a good result, with that motivation and commitment was better, also because we had the 

clear notion that we depended on each other. 

Visual design is not just a concept; it is a fundamental tool. It reflects the mission of the job and how 

it works, that is, he is responsible for establishing a connection with the public. Thus, any job, no 

matter the size, can have visual design as the main vehicle of expression of the project and benefit 

from it. We may have a great story to tell, but no one will want to read your “About” page or explore 

your social media messages if you do not look visually appealing right away. In this respect, the 
visual resource is essential. 

A well-designed brand inspires confidence and conveys professionalism, for example. If a project 

focuses on creating a clean and functional design, which is easy to use, then this indicates that the 

customer will have the same facility to consume the product. This means that visual design directly 

influences the selection of products and services that people want to purchase. In a well -designed 

visual design, each element has its purpose. Nothing is simply "thrown" in art just because it looks 

cute. It is always worth using common sense. To achieve the desired result, however much the 

element may be aesthetically attractive, it is always good to ask yourself: is this relevant to that 

specific material? The designer seeks to combine aesthetics and functionality. And for that to be 

possible, we had to be exchanging ideas with Venue Liaison Assistant.  

Damon Hutchinson-mann and Harley Peers, had a direct connection during development, then I had 

to exchange ideas directly with Fiona Ellis who provided the short and long copy. Work with Damon 

Hutchinson-mann and Harley Peers was great, and although in many moments I felt overwhelmed, 

because I had the most difficult part of the group, which was setting up the e -flyer, brochure page, 

header and program page, I think we worked very well as a team, because we have always been 
disposing of each other, and giving our opinions, we try to find better solutions to all problems.  



 

 



Introduction to Reflective Writing  

 

During the first few days, we had to do an exercise that evolved our past, where we came from, the 

places we have been, and generations of our family, and I am a Portuguese -Cape Verdean, son of a 

Cape Verdean mother and Portuguese father, but even though I was born and raised in a certain way, 

prevelegiado, I am fully aware that for many others who are like me the reality is different, this 

together with the history of the country where I was born, Cape Verde, with people that are there, 

the fact that I have two homelands, and nowadays I am far from both, the poem "Where I came 

From" was born, it may seem a simple poem but to me each of the words that compose it, has a 

profound meaning . 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=ENA7K7x99GOOa7 

6 - Where I came From 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=ENA7K7x99GOOa7


 

7 - Paradox Poem 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=OnfHc5gLCpX86F 

The director gave us a “just walk” theme and from there we had to develop and do something that 

we think has to do with “walking”, I had no ideas at all because in my head it wasn't making much 

sense, so I went to the park I was doing exercises that she gave us, and I was all stupid to have zero 

ideas, until I saw a woman with her daughter and mother. My head came, how beautiful different 

generations together.After that I started to think about, stages that we go from birth to aging, the 

effort we make to end up as nothing, just like when we were born. I decided to write a poem.With 

that, came the idea to explore, how we started from scratch, to walk, to move from the fingers, to 

learn to walk until we succeed, to explore the curiosities, at the same time with some almost 

imperceptible elements, like obstacles or finding the way home. With Me under the tree exploring 
the natural state of the human Where we have nothing, and all we have is ourselves and nature. 

And then I tried to incorporate something that I did as a child that I never managed to do is jump 
and put my feet up high. 

But basically what I wanted to show is human effort, the trajectory of learning to walk and knowing 

how to walk. And the paradox itself, the effort to try and end up doing nothing.Something along 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=OnfHc5gLCpX86F


those lines, in my head, makes sense, and since I had to record almost everything myself, I ended up 
not recording as I wanted. 

It is very difficult to explain, because in my head I have an idea of things, an explanation for each 

event, the paradox of life. 

Initially I had a song in my head, but after recording everything and seeing it, I thought of another 

song then we started to develop a new song for, that was according to the  visual, but it was an 

interesting job to be developed because, as I went making the music, I would see the images, and 

ended up with one thing complementing the other along with the idea of repetition, obstacles, light, 

the tree, all the symbologies and small concepts that are linked to life, since we were born until 
death. 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=AVp0pUXJLu7ZfQ 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=Ibh6yc24lcS7bf 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=AVp0pUXJLu7ZfQ
https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=Ibh6yc24lcS7bf


 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=Q3EIn2uyccsyWs 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=E3rQmXE5BtbSeA 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=2eGlYCxGwC5Tur 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=Q3EIn2uyccsyWs
https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=E3rQmXE5BtbSeA
https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=2eGlYCxGwC5Tur


 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=4tUZmtZY7nLMq5 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=4tUZmtZY7nLMq5


 

 



 

 

 



 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=fCcWEwyGgzVnJN 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=orD0d245Gh7UI3 

 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=fCcWEwyGgzVnJN
https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=orD0d245Gh7UI3


 

 

 

 



 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=sgxBt62WNLSQle 

8 - This is my vision of Paradox 
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Find more about me and my work on: 

Youtube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAz6uBCM1_FlwifL9Lo_RLA 

Instagram: emm_jesus 

https://sway.office.com/afwnKrVAzVIESRjn#content=sgxBt62WNLSQle
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAz6uBCM1_FlwifL9Lo_RLA

